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                        Convert Kanji (漢字) and Websites to Romaji or Hiragana (and translate Japanese to
                        English, too).
                        A resource for studying Japanese and kanji, improving vocabulary or reading manga &
                        anime.
                        With most nihongo (日本語), the translator has an accuracy rate of over 99%.

                    

                    
                        Now subscribe with Paypal 

                        For the price of a couple of coffees   please support the site and get full length (30,000+ characters) translations + no ads by
                            donating to the site  by using Paypal  
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                        Please turn off your AdBlocker and refresh the page.


                    



                


                
                    

                                            You have hit the 75 character limit for those not logged
                            in. The
                            input will be chopped. But is
                            raised to
                            around 30,000 for those who join and donate (around $10/year). Why?.
                        

                                    

                
                    
                            NEW SERVER  A nice new server in prep for transitioning to lots of new stuff. Phew! Life gets in the way sometimes! 😶🌫
                        
If you have problems, or just want to say hello 😁 please just email me
                        . And while you're at it, please follow me on Instagram where I post lots of pics of beautiful Japan. @macgroover
                    

                    
                            お願い  Please join the
                        Discord Channel. It's a chance to suggest features etc. to the biggest coming update since J-Talk.com began. (Some features listed here). Suggestions/requests made before the update are much more likely to be implemented.
                    


                    
                            EARLY PREVIEW NOW OPEN  Try out a very early preview of new site (Not working on new server. Beta soon
                    



                    New Feature Click on the star  on the popup to favorite words. (See image
                        below).


                    Did you know? You can now share your
                        translations. Just copy paste the URL like
                        this: https://j-talk.com/dbhpvxk



                

                
                    Click the word to get more translations:

                    [image: Translations]
                

                

                
                    And the Romaji, Kana, Original options for the quick rollover:
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                    The future of the site

                    
                        ×
                    
                

                
                    New Features

                    I've added (or will shortly add) new features such as history, starring vocabulary items, writing
                        notes, substituting translations etc. and these will need a login. Additionally, the parser is
                        more accurate, some words have usage notes, and I'll be adding Japanese lessons etc. 

                    Costs

                    In short, with the majority of users using adBlockers (which I understand) the running costs,
                        which are substantial, are no longer covered by the ads. Also, there are issues with robots
                        sending huge numbers of translation requests which a login system will prevent. In simple terms,
                        it meant last year I was paying out of pocket to keep the site running!

                    No more ads for most users

                    Ads aren't a good experience anyway, so they are permanently removed for
                        users who donate.

                    Mobile App?

                    As the site is now mobile friendly, there is no need to have an app (although I may make one in
                        the future). So essentially, it works like an app.

                    Future Updates

                    I'm committed to continually improving the site, and will continue to add new features such as
                        speaking practice, example sentences, flash cards, grammar lessons, etc.

                    Thank you for your understanding,

                    Gary

                    PS: The old parser is now permanently closed. 

                

                

                

            

        

    


    
        
            
                
                    Options

                    
                        ×
                    
                

                
                    Roll

                    This shows the yellow rollover with the short definition and reading.

                    Pop

                    When you click the word, the longer definition appears.

                    Mobile Users

                    You may prefer to choose one or the other.

                    Blind Users

                    You may prefer to turn off the pop option.

                    Main Option & Simple (roll + pop)

                    These are essentially the same. The main option outputs the words with the reading and meanings
                        above and below, while the simple reading just shows the romaji (or kana). You can toggle these
                        options anyway, but this saves a click or two if you regularly use one or the other.

                

                

                

            

        

    


    
        
            
                
                    We're glad you stopped by!

                    
                        ×
                    
                

                
                    But please understand that without advertising this website wouldn't be here.

                    We ask you to disable your adblocker or make a small
                            donation.

                    Then refresh the page.

                    

                                                    Error? Please log in first, then contact me. I can whitelist users who register.
                                                
Hardship? If you are suffering economic hardship, please
                        contact me for a free option.
                    



                

                
                    J-Talk Team (of one!)

                

            

        

    













    

